Mountain Bike Trails are designed, built & maintained by
volunteers of the RAMBO chapter of SORBA - Southern OffRoad Bicycle Association (UPDATE June ’06):
-All trails are “Day directional” except the “Troll Trail” and Greenway
connector (aka: the sewer road).

Overlook & Education Areas

-Base loop is a 1.3 mile beginner loop designated by signs with green
circles.

Greenway Boardwalk

-There are 3 intermediate skill trails designated by signs with blue
squares. The “Troll Trail” is inside of the beginner loop and has 2 way
travel and is marked specifically for this. The “Troll Trail” is app 0.6
miles long. The other 2 intermediate trails both are outside of the
beginner loop and have intersections leaving the beginner loop and
returning to the beginner loop clearly marked. The “Skillet Express”
trail is app 0.6 miles long and the “Laughing Creek Leg” trail is app
.35miles long.
-There is one advanced "Snake Tree Trail" designated by signs with
black diamond. It is a 1.35 mile loop and can only be accessed via
the “Laughing Creek Leg” intermediate trail (see map).
The longest loop possible is a combination of beginner loop, “Skillet
Express” and the advanced "Snake Tree Trail" loop via the “Laughing
Creek Leg” trail. This “outer/outer loop is app 3.4 miles long. There
are many possible combinations of loops that can be ridden. Use the
“Troll Trail”, in both directions, and the intermediate loops for variety.

Greenway Concrete Trail
future advanced trail extension
& connection to freeride area
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The “Greenway” is accessed via the sewer road at the “south manhole”
intersection (see map). This connection is now marked with signs.
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To address specific questions about the trails, please contact RAMBO
(Roswell Alpharetta Mountain Bike Organization through our website
at www.RAMBO-MTB.org.
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City of Roswell’s Big Creek Park (UPDATE June ’06)
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Big Creek Park now consists of 3 trail systems: The “Greenway” Trail,
Mountain Bike Trails and a Walking Trail.
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Mountain Bike, Walking & Mixed Use

Bike Trail - Beginner (1.4 mi.)
Bike Trails - Intermediate (1.5 mi.)
Bike Trail - Advanced (1.3 mi.)
Walking Trails (1.5 mi.)
Mixed Use Surfaced Trails (2 mi.)
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The natural surface “Walking” trail is for walkers, runners and dog
walking. This is a 1.5 mile loop and connects to the “Greenway” at
the north end of the trail (see map). There are NO bikes allowed on
the walking trail. This trail also does NOT have “day direction” travel.
The “Mountain Biking Trails”. These trails are all “Day Directions” (see
posted signs) with exception of the “Troll Trail and Greenway Connector
Trail. These trail exceptions are noted as you enter trails from both
sides. There are app 4.25 miles of open trails including beginner,
intermediate and advanced trails. See “Bike trail descriptions” for
more detailed information.
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ENTRANCE

The “Greenway” trail is part of City of Roswell’s Wetlands Demonstration
Project and consists of just over 2 miles of concrete sidewalk and
boardwalks. This is a multi user trail and will eventually connect to
Alpharetta’s Greenway trail as well as Roswell’s Riverwalk trail system.
Bikes are allowed and must yield to walkers/runners. Speed limit is
10 mph. There is NO “day direction” for this trail system.

ALL TRAILS ARE CLOSED FOR 24 HOURS AFTER RAIN.
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